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DECLARATION – YEPP COUNCIL OF PRESIDENTS, VIENNA, 11.04. – 14.04 

 
Respect your mother (Earth)!  

Declaration of presidents on a sustainable Europe 

 

Change Climate Change! 

For many years, innovations and globalization generated growth, wealth and improved living 

conditions. It is undeniable that industrialization brought technological progress, economic and 

social transformation. However, it also brought environmental problems;  greenhouse gases and 

global warning.  

Recently, hundreds of thousands of young people have taken to the streets in protest, marching 

in cities everywhere in the world, demanding that politicians do more to fight climate change. 

We, as young leaders and protectors of the future of Europe, must  voice the concerns of the 

people we represent.  

It is our responsability to take care of the environment and ensure that future generations can 

live in a healthy environment, as we did. To achieve this goal we need to put in place new 

sustainable solutions to decrease the use of fossil fuels and the use of coal.  

As in the past, digital revolution and and the development of new technologies brings challenges 

and opportunities. YEPP, as the largest youth political organization in Europe, believes the 

European Union can serve as a global role model in 3 pillars: 

1) to position the EU as a global benchmark for green growth;  

2) to promote low carbon economy highly efficient in the use of resources; and 

3) to produce more wealth and jobs by investing in the sustainability of industries and 

territories. 

The EU should and will be the driving force in the global arena in the fight against climate change.  

Climate change is the world’s biggest challenge. We must act now.  
 

European leadership for a global challenge  

Climate change is not only an environmental challenge but a security one. It has an impact on 

people’s access to food, water and arable land; it even has the potential to intensify and direct 

migration flows, which would increase the number of conflicts.  

The adoption of the Paris Agreement in 2015 showed that the world leaders recognise the threat. 

Now, more than ever, it is vital that the EU provides strong  leadership in this effort and ensures  

timely implementation of the EU Climate and Energy Framework through 2030. The global pledge 

to reduce emissions and contain global warming below 1.5 °C, sets the bar very high.  

Nevertheless, with the efforts of each one of us and the support of all European cities, local and 

regional communities,  we can achieve the goals and deliver a greener future. 
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Innovation: the way to a low-carbon economy  

Innovation can create new markets and more jobs. Instead of reverting to old production models, 

we must focus on supporting research and eco-innovation in order to build a sustainable future.  

YEPP believes in the European Union and its citizens. By accommodating start-ups, the voluntary 

sector and businesses that pursue more environment-friendly solutions; we take a step towards 

a more sustainable future. In our endeavor to save our oceans and our environment for future 

generations, we need to move from waste economy towards a circular economy. It is our 

responsibility to encourage the private sector to make similar choices. 

Therefore YEPP calls on all its member organizations to take part in this fight.  

Lets stand together and preserve a healthy environment for the generations to come. Let us 

always keep in mind that there’s no planet B and we have to look after our planet Earth. 

#Youth4Climate 

 


